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As someone who was looking
to get into publishing, I
always found it hard to
consistently keep up with
what was happening in the
industry. Remembering
to visit separate websites,
news sources, job portals and
keep up with changes was
quite challenging. I also know
it can be difficult to find
information, learn about
trends in the industry, or
about the specifics of roles
that are not editorial.
The Publishing Post
intends to provide all of
this information and more
to anyone wanting to learn
about, or join, the publishing
industry. We want to cover
as much as we can for those,
like us, who want to absorb
as much of the industry as
they can. The Publishing
Post is a free resource that

@publishing_post

is encouraging, honest and
accessible to every single
person who is considering
publishing as a career.
The Publishing Post stands
by the fact that 2021 is
a time for breaking down
barriers and encouraging
diversity in the publishing
industry. Learning about
and being included in
the industry should be
for everyone.
The magazine is created
by publishing hopefuls, for
publishing hopefuls. Each
and every person who works
on the magazine each issue
is dedicated to producing
and educating fellow
hopefuls with content that is
informative and interesting.

@publishing_post

Lastly, I just want to say
a massive thank you to
every single person who
has supported, shared and
shouted about The Publishing
Post since our first issue. On
behalf of the whole team, we
are so incredibly grateful and
could not be more proud of
the success.
Editor in Chief, Chelsea
Graham

The Publishing Post

New Open Access Policy Sparks
Concerns

American National Book Awards
to Return to In Person Event

By Molly A nna Chell

By Natalia A lvarez

For years Open Access has
been one of the biggest
debates in academic
publishing. Many people
are in favour of the free
dissemination of scholarly
research, allowing new ideas
to have a greater impact
and encourage further
research and collaboration,
whilst removing paywalls
for people who may not be
able to afford expensive
subscriptions to journals.
On the other hand, there
has been concern about the
rise in predatory journals
and the idea of a researcher
paying to have their article
published when budgets are
already tight.
On 6 August 2021, UK
Research and Innovation
announced that by 1 April
2022, any research produced
with their funding must be
Open Access immediately
upon publication. The new
policy also dictates that
monographs, book chapters
and edited collections
published from January
2024 will have twelve
months following publication
to become Open Access.
£46.7m in funding has been
promised to support the
initiative. UKRI was launched

in April 2018 and sponsored
by the Department for
Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy. Their
vision is a research and
innovation system that
provides everyone with the
opportunity to contribute.
Clearly, the UKRI considers
Open Access to be the best
way of accomplishing this
goal. Many organisations
will be affected by this
new policy, as they fund
universities, charities,
businesses, research
organisations and NGO’s.
Professor Sir Duncan
Wingham, overseer of the
policy’s development, said:
“The UKRI Open Access
policy will ensure increased
opportunities to access,
share and reuse the outputs
of research across all of
the disciplines UKRI funds,
benefitting the research
community and generating
greater social and economic
impact.”
This news was greeted with
dismay by The Publishers
Association and Springer
Nature. As one of the biggest
journal publishers in the
world, this new policy will
have a far-reaching impact.
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The publisher warned that
the new plans could actually
reverse progress towards a
fully Open Access model in
the UK. While the Publishers
Association warned that
the policy could put some
presses out of business as
it will be harder for them to
comply with it.
The UK has made great
strides towards Open Access,
but this new policy may
make the move much more
daunting for presses who
may still rely on subscription
models. The transition has
been going on for several
years now and the benefit
of this policy is that it finally
puts an end date on when the
process will be complete, but
this raises the question of
whether we need such a final
date. Many presses will need
to move at their own pace,
especially considering how
complicated Open Access
can be. On the flip side, a
funding body is entitled to
stipulate how it expects its
money to be used, but this
new policy risks forcing
Open Access on publishers
who do not yet have the
required processes in place
out of fear of losing access
to essential funding.

Earlier this week, the
National Book Foundation
(NBF) announced their plans
to return this years’ National
Book Awards to a primarily
in-person format. For those
who may be unaware, the
National Book Awards are
American literary prizes
given yearly by the NBF to
honour all the best American
literature published that
year in the categories of
Fiction, Nonfiction, Poetry,
Translated Literature, and
Young Adult Literature.
In early July of 2020, the
NBF announced their 71st
ceremony would be held
completely online due to
the ongoing pandemic. This
was met with both sadness
at the prospect of being
unable to gather as had
always been done before
and happiness for those
unable to travel previously
to attend the event.

to reach as many viewers
as possible, has meant
that those within the book
community have been very
excited, to say the least.
Still, there are some that
worry about the recent surge
of COVID-19 infections,
believing the event should
simply remain fully online for
this year and look to 2022 for
an in-person switch. This is
something the NBF says they
will be monitoring closely.
In their announcement, they
state that they plan to follow
the protocols recommended
by the state of New York and
are prepared to adjust their
plans accordingly if anything
changes.

Those wishing to attend the
72nd National Book Awards
in-person on 17 November
will only be able to do so
after providing proof of full
vaccination status as well
as adhering to all safety
protocols the NBF, their
venue Cipriani Wall Street
and vendor CrowdPass
have put in place. For the
virtual aspect, the NBF
will be partnering with the
production team, Really
Useful Media, who were
responsible for the 2020
virtual ceremony. The event
can be viewed on the NBF
website and well as on
YouTube and Facebook.

Now that a vaccine has
been made available and
society moves to reach some
sense of normalcy, the NBF
hopes the 2021 National
Book Awards will be able
to celebrate in person once
again. This, paired with the
news of plans to broadcast
the entire ceremony virtually
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Anticipated Reads:
September Spotlight

By Sarah Ernestine, Meg Jones , Ellie Gibbs , Rebecca R amlakhan,
Genevieve Bernard and Bayley C ornfield

 eautiful Country: A
B
Memoir by Qian Julie
Wang
• 7 September, Doubleday
Wang’s astonishing memoir
gives readers an insight into
life as an undocumented
child living in poverty in one
of the wealthiest countries
in the world. Seven-year-old
Wang arrives in New York
in 1994, and she and her
family, at first full of hope
and dreaming of a better
life, are met with brutal
conditions and the constant
dread of being found out. Her
parents were intellectuals in
China, but in America they
have to work in sweatshops
and scramble to survive.
Their new life takes its toll
on their relationships and
their family life quickly
disintegrates. Despite her
unhappy situation, Wang
searches for the ‘beautiful
country’ America she so
desperately wants to believe
in. But when her mother
collapses, revealing an
illness she has kept a secret
for fear of being discovered
as an undocumented
immigrant, their lives spin
further into despair. Wang

dreams of a day when people
will be treated humanely;
she writes this poignant and
eloquent memoir as a way of
letting others know that they
are not alone, and that it is
possible to survive and even
flourish in the darkest of
circumstances.

 e Are Not Broken by
W
George M. Johnson
• 7 September, Little,
Brown Books
This immersive, honest
and heart-breaking new
memoir comes from George
M. Johnson, the bestselling
author of A ll Boys Aren’t
Blue. As their second
memoir, it is targeted
towards adolescent readers
and is a beautifully touching
exploration of childhood,
boyhood and family. Johnson
grew up as one of four boys
raised by their grandmother,
Nanny, who protected and
nurtured them through all of
life’s loves and heartaches.
They recall their earliest
experiences of racism, of
childhood as a Black boy in
America, and the importance
of their brotherhood. Collated
with elements of mixed
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media, including letters from
Nanny, and written in the
same conversational style
as their previous memoir,
We Are Not Broken is a truly
incredible read.

Harlem Shuffle by
Colson Whitehead
• 14 September, Doubleday

Harlem Shuffleis a novel
filled with secrecy, suspense
and action. Set in New York
in the early 1960s, Colson
Whitehead tells the story
of Ray Carney, a seemingly
reputable salesman of
fairly priced furniture, who
provides well for himself and
his family. What people don’t
know about Ray is that he
lives a secret life of crookery
and indecency. When his
cousin, Freddie, involves
himself with a crew who plan
to rob the Hotel Theresa –
the ‘Waldorf of Harlem’ – he
volunteers Ray’s services.
But the robbery fails, and
Ray is left with a new set of
customers: sketchy cops,
aggressive gangsters and
cheap pornographers. As
he struggles to balance his
double life, Ray slowly begins
to understand who controls
Harlem. Can he maintain
his reputation as a decent,
respectable man without
letting his thuggish alter ego
get the better of him?

 he Last Graduateby
T
Naomi Novik
• 28 September,
Cornerstone

Readers are
invited back to
the Scholomance,
a lethal school
of magic and
monsters, in Naomi
Novik’s latest
instalment, The Last
Graduate. The first
book in the series,
A Deadly Education,
introduced us to
this treacherous
world – a boarding
school without
teachers, where
few students make
it to graduation
alive. This sequel
continues to follow
the story of El,
a dark sorceress fighting
against the evil within, and
her students as they battle
their way to the end of the
school year. El learns that
sometimes in order to win,
you have to be willing to
break the rules.

 loud Cuckoo Land by
C
Anthony Doerr

time. The story of Aethon
links the three narratives
together and emphasises
the power of storytelling
across generations. This
exciting new novel is a tale of
redemption and the beauty
of books, humans and the
Earth.

• 28 September, 4th Estate
Seven years after the
success of A ll the Light
We Cannot See, Anthony
Doerr is set to release a new
novel which will certainly
be loved by readers of
all genres. Set in 15th
century Constantinople, in
present-day Idaho and on
an interstellar spaceship
decades into the future,
Doerr weaves a careful
web to reveal patterns of
interconnectivity between
each of us, other species and
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The Value of Audiobooks
By Cameron Phillips and Emily De Vogele

Since the beginning
of civilisation, verbal
storytelling has
been at the centre of
communication and
human interaction.
Alongside music, it is
probably the oldest
part of our society
there is. From being
huddled around a fire
listening to an old sage
speak their wisdom, to
the young child being
told a bedtime story
by their parents, it
remains a vital part of
laying the foundations
for people to become
part of our industry.
As we are a new team
at T
 he Publishing
Post, we want to set
our stall out and make
it clear why we think
audiobooks are a
fantastic resource for
readers of every kind.
However, it should
be made clear that
reading, in whatever
form it takes, is a
subjective act. Some
people prefer to read
themselves and others
prefer to hear stories.
Audiobooks are not

necessarily better or
worse than physical
copies, they are just
different.
So, what makes audiobooks
so valuable? Firstly, and
most importantly, is that
they are far more accessible
to those with various forms
of disabilities. If someone
cannot travel to bookshops,
or perhaps cannot hold
books in their hands, then
audiobooks are a fantastic
alternative. They also
offer the blind the same
substitute. If people cannot
focus for a sustained period
of time, then audiobooks are
again extremely valuable.
Audiobooks have opened up
reading for those who cannot
do so the traditional way, and
as technology advances, the
ease and breadth of options
will no doubt increase to
make reading more and more
inclusive.
Secondly, and this is where
we get a little subjective,
is the performative part
of audiobooks. Whether
they mean to or not, the
voice actors will make both
conscious and subconscious
decisions based upon what
they are reading, which
will affect the way they
perform the lines. This will
undoubtedly change certain
parts of the story they are
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reading versus someone who
is reading it themselves.
Performance can greatly
enrich the story being told,
with Stephen Fry’s reading
of Harry Potter and Andy
Serkis’ reading of Tolkien’s
work springing to mind.
Many people like for there
to be a performative, almost
theatrical delivery of stories,
and audiobooks can provide
this. Being told a story by
a fantastic storyteller is
something we all probably
have in common going back
generations, and audiobooks
continue the wonderful
tradition of oral storytelling.
Another benefit from using
audiobooks is that you can
use them on the go, or whilst
doing another task that might
not take up too much of your
concentration. Much like
the previously mentioned
attribute of making them
accessible, this is one of
the most attractive features
of audiobooks. Whether
you’re travelling to work, or
doing tedious house chores,
audiobooks are there to
make those moments more
bearable and more enjoyable.
Escapism becomes a mere
play button away.
Audiobooks can also
potentially provide cognitive
improvements to the
listener. Some people have

short attention spans, and
audiobooks force the listener
to take in what is being said.
To understand the story of
the book, you must listen
at all times, resulting in a
person’s attention span
improving. This is even more
effective if the book you are
listening to is a self-help
book or a scientific study.
The mind can easily wander,
but audiobooks more often
than not, will have a pause
and rewind feature, so if
you did miss some key
information, it will still be
available to you. There is a
lot of information the listener
has to take in, whether it
be the plot, characters,
what the characters
look like, sequences of
events, even names. This
is very overwhelming,
but one’s ability to retain
this information will
progressively improve the
more audiobooks you listen
to, increasing brain activity.
There are also studies that
show listening to audiobooks
can make a person more
empathetic and aware of
other people’s feelings. The
better your brain gets at
retaining information from
an audiobook, the better
it gets at retaining real-life
information. Now, we’re not
promising that listening to an
audiobook will automatically
improve your memory or
attention span overnight,
but it can’t hurt to give your
favourite novel a listen. Or
finally, pick up that book
you’ve been wanting to get to
for a while, but never quite
found the time before.

All in all, audiobooks are
simply a different way of
consuming a story, and
they are not for everyone.
However, it would be folly
to suggest that they have
not greatly added into the
literary canon and added
viable alternatives for those
who cannot or struggle
to engage in traditional
reading. We cannot wait
to share our audiobook
recommendations,
hidden gems and
upcoming releases
with you all. Dig
out an old pair
of headphones
or charge up
your Bluetooth
earphones and
join us for your
next literary
favourite!
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Highlights in the Charts
been found? But when the
pilot resurfaces on an island
in Fiji, everything changes
once more and hope is
reignited in Erin.

The Castaways by
Lucy Clarke
Review by Emma Ferguson

The Castaways tells the story
of two sisters torn apart.
After an explosive argument
with Lori the night before
their journey to a remote
island in Fiji, Erin tells her
sister she is not getting on
the plane. The decision
changes her entire life when
that very plane carrying
Lori and eight others goes
missing. Erin has spent
two years trying to find her
sister, unable to live without
answers: What happened to
that plane? How did it just
disappear? Why has it never

The narrative is split between
the siblings. Lori tells the
‘then’ of two years ago when
she finds herself trapped
on a deserted island after
the plane crashes, leaving
only herself, a baby and
three other men alive with
her. Erin voices the ‘now’
chapters as she gets closer
and closer to finding out
what really happened. Their
stories unravel alongside
each other, revealing just the
right amount of information
to keep us guessing.
The familial bond captured
in the book is raw and
emotional, successfully
tugging on our heartstrings
throughout. The descriptive
setting of the deserted
island is engrossing
and encapsulates Lori’s
experience in the vivid
jungle. Clarke has written an
enthralling story.

Mayflies by Andrew
O’Hagan
Review by Natalie Joyce

Mayflies by Andrew O’Hagan
is a coming-of-age novel
focusing on life, death and
enduring friendship. The
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novel is split into two—the
first set in 1986, when two
friends begin a friendship
based on music, films and
their dynamic connection,
and the second in 2017,
over thirty years later when
they are grown men faced
with bigger trials. Starting
in a small Scottish town, it
follows James and Tully who
decide to take a summer trip
together to the vibrant city
of Manchester. Their plan is
to go to gigs, chat up girls
and have a thoroughly good
time. This part of the novel
captures what it is like to be
young with a rebel spirit.
It is also incredibly nostalgic
for those who grew up in the
eighties: the novel riffs on
The Smiths, New Order,

The Fall and Buzzcocks, and
how these bands provided
the escape one needed
during 80s Thatcherism.

Mayflies is not only
influenced by the music of
the 80s, but how growing
up in Thatcher’s Britain
had a profound impact
on individuals through
the Miners’ strike and the
devastation Thatcher’s
decisions had on the
population. The novel begins
as a celebration of youth
and music that evolves into
a tender and heart-breaking
tale about friendship and
time, and how nothing stays
the same forever.
The second part of the novel
begins in 2017 when one
of the characters is dying.
At this point, the narrative
focuses on the sensitive
topic of euthanasia which is
bound to provoke discussion
amongst its readers. While
this part is darker and more
intense, it explores the
relationship between James
and Tully, how their lives
have changed and how they
adapt to life’s challenges.
Mayflies is indeed a requiem
to friendship.

Milk Fed by Melissa
Broder

Broder’s description of food
is erotic and I felt queasy at
times.

Review by Cassie Waters

Milk Fed is a truly unique
novel. It is an erotic love
story about food, faith
and mothering. Rachel
works in Hollywood talent
management agency
where she is surrounded
by ultra-thin women. She is
emotionally and spiritually
separated from her parents,
her Jewish faith and her
body. As a chubby child, her
mum’s constant obsession
with thinness led her to
develop an eating disorder.
Now, aged 24, she attempts
to hide it, eating her lunch
secretly in food chains she
knows her colleagues won’t
go to. That is until she meets
and falls in love with Miriam,
an Orthodox Jewish woman
working in her family’s
frozen yoghurt chain who is
confident in her fatness and
wants to get Rachel to enjoy
the myriad of frozen desserts
on offer as much as she
herself does.

What I did enjoy, was the
exploration of Rachel’s
relationship with Miriam and
how it helps me reconnect
with her Jewish faith. Rachel
attends Shabbat at Miriam’s
house and is surprised when
her mother says that all of
her daughters are beautiful,
never thinking to question
Miriam’s food choices.

Milk Fed is strange and
yet deeply relatable. I am
sure many women in their
twenties will read this and
see themselves in Rachel,
a woman finding herself
outside of her mother, career
and restrictions.

What starts with Rachel
taking the first bite out of
a sprinkle covered frozen
yoghurt turns into a frenzied
food orgy. When reading
the excessively detailed
descriptions of food, I wasn’t
sure whether to enjoy it and
bask in the the food-induced
revelry, or feel repulsed.
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Writing the World: East Asia

By Shaniah Shields , Jia Wen Ho, L eanne Francis and Christina Moore
I n our third instalment of
our Writing the World series,
we are shedding light on
the growth of publishing
in one of the world’s most
dynamic regions. East Asian
publishers are seeking
to support and promote
authors, not just locally but
on a bigger scale. The writing
and publishing scene in East
Asia is projected to continue
its journey of rapid growth.

Mongolia
• Uuganaa Ramsay, Author
Born and raised in Mongolia,
Uuganaa Ramsay is now
based in Scotland after
receiving teacher training
in the UK. After losing her
son, Billy who has Down’s
Syndrome,
Uuganaa
decided to
honour his
memory
him through
words. In
her debut
memoir,
Mongol, she
explores her
Mongolian
identity and upbringing,
along with the bigotry
she has faced through
the offensive relation of
“mongol” with Down’s
Syndrome. She advocates
against the derogatory use of
the term “mongol”, and has

talked about ‘The Meaning
of Mongol’ on BBC Radio 4,
and has written a BBC article
here.

Japan

China

Founded in 1922,
Shogakukan Inc. originally
specialised in age-specific
textbooks for children,
but now publishes a
range of magazines, from
children’s magazines
to weekly magazines,
fashion magazines and
lifestyle magazines, while
also publishing picture
books, dictionaries and
encyclopaedias.

Publishing in China is
big with publishers like
Chongqing Publishing House
and a massive readership
of webnovels with serialised
chapters released daily
or weekly. There are
Mandarin books translated
to English, however with
strict censorship some
Chinese books available
internationally are banned in
the country.
• Gao Xingjian, Author
The first Chinese author to
be awarded a Nobel Prize
for Literature for the semiautobiographical novel,
Soul Mountaintranslated by
Mabel Lee.
Told through
the first
person ‘I’
and second
person ‘you’,
the book
narrates
Gao’s
personal
journey
through China after receiving
a false diagnosis of cancer.
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• Shogakukan Inc.
Publishers

• Kazuo Ishiguro, Author

is an e-content provider
of Chinese and Taiwanese
academic e-journals to
over 72,000 libraries in
112 countries, they are the
only country in the world to
provide Taiwanese academic
e-journals.
• Sharp Point Press
Founded in July 1982 by Sing
Wang, headquartered in the
Zhongshan District, Taipei,
Sharp Point Press originally
published military-related
books, however in 1990 they
started the anime and manga
magazine Magic Zone and
officially started publishing
manga.

Hong Kong
• Blacksmith Books

Born in Nagasaki in 1954,
Kazuo Ishiguro’s first two
novels, A Pale View of Hills
and A
 n Artist of the Floating
Worldare noted for their
exploration into Japanese
culture despite him having
lived in Britain since the age
of six. Nominated for four
Man Booker Prize awards
he eventually won the award
in 1989 for his celebrated
novel The Remains of the
Day, which was made into an
award-winning film in 1993.

Blacksmith Books focuses
on publishing local nonfiction, which includes a wide
range of genres: biography,
business, culture, food,
photography and travel. This
English-language publishing
house is not limited to its
location, as they distribute
their titles internationally
in Asia, North America,
Australia and the UK.
Despite being non-fiction
focused, Blacksmith Books
also publishes a couple of
fiction titles every year.

Taiwan

• Viction Workshop Ltd

• Airiti Incorporation

Founded by Victor Cheung
in 2001, Viction Workshop
prides itself on having
publishing and book design
at their core. They focus

Airiti Incorporation was
founded in 2000, with its
headquarters in Taipei, it

on art, design and graphic
design-related titles, but also
have a wide range of travel
guides and children’s books.
One thing that sets them
apart from other publishers
in East Asia, is that they
claim to “connect creative
talents and enthusiasts from
all over the world through
strong original concepts”.

people under Kim Il-Sung’s
totalitarian regime. Yeonmi
Park’s 2015 autobiography,
In Order to Live, details her
escape from North Korea,
revealing how far one person
will go for their own freedom.

Macau

Korean Literature Now is a
quarterly literature magazine
published by the Literature
Translation Institute of
Korea that combines fiction,
poetry, reviews and essays
by Korean writers. K
 LN
“seeks to ensure that Korean
literature is experienced by
a wide range of audiences,”
showcasing the talent of
incredible Korean writers,
such as Kim Hye-jin, to its
global readership.
You can access free articles
online here.

• Mandarina Books
Mandarina Books, founded in
2019 by Catarina Mesquita,
is Macau’s first publishing
house that is exclusively
dedicated to children’s titles.
They produce all of their
content in three languages:
Chinese – traditional and
simplified, English and
Portuguese. Mandarina’s aim
is to teach children about
Macau with a primary focus
on the history and traditions
that are at the heart of their
country.

North Korea
• Writers
There are many talented
North Korean writers who
have been making waves
in publishing. Bandi is the
pseudonym
of a North
Korean writer
whose 2014
short story
collection,
The
Accusation,
explains life
for ordinary

South Korea
• Korean Literature Now

• Writers
Notable South Korean writers
include Emily Jungmin
Yoon, author of O
 rdinary
Misfortunes, and Han Kang,
author of T
 he Vegetarian,
which won the Man Booker
International Prize for fiction
in 2016. Emily Jungmin Yoon
also edited and translated
the 2019 poetry collection
A gainst Healing: Nine Korean
Poets, published by Tilted
Axis Press.
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New Recommended Titles
in Translation

By O isin Harris , Giulia Maggiori and K ate Williams

In the wake of
David Diop’s At
Night All Blood
Is Black winning
the International
Booker Prize 2021
and August’s yearly
celebrations of
Women In Translation
Month, we explore a
trio of new releases
in translation for you
to savour! Without
further ado...
Elena Knows by
Claudia Pineiro,
translated from
Spanish by Frances
Riddle
• Charco Press, June 2021
Lately, elderly sleuths
and whodunnits involving
senescent detectives seem to
have surged in popularity –
just look at Richard Osman’s
The Thursday Murder Club
or, in translation, Olga
Tokarczuk’s D rive Your
Plow Over the Bones of the
Dead. So perhaps it’s not so
surprising that Argentinian
crime-thriller legend Claudia

Pineiro’s latest novel features
a protagonist who suffers
from Parkinson’s disease.
Aged sixty-three, Elena is
aware of her disease and is
convinced that her daughter
did not hang herself in a
church belfry like the police
say she did. Determined
to uncover the truth, Elena
traipses all over the city
and battles with her own
sufferings as a Parkinson’s
patient as she seeks out any
and all clues as to what really
caused her daughter’s death.
But, this novel is so much
more than the ostentatious
crime thriller it first
seems. It is also a story
that interrogates women’s
agency and what they can
do with their own bodies.
Elena struggles to unearth
truths surrounding her
daughter’s demise and is
castigated and cajoled by
medical practitioners at
every turn. This story also
has a political edge which is
perhaps reflected in Pineiro’s
mounting political activism
in Argentina, focussed
particularly on abortion
rights – itself a very urgent
and rallying cause in a very
religious and conservative
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country. What works really
well in this novel is that Elena
is a flawed and unlikeable
character (picture Kate
Winslet in Mare of Easttown
but crossed with a Latina
Miss Marple and you’re
halfway there). This novel
engages with the ravages of
age, with mother-daughter
relationships and especially
with how laws affect citizens
and who gets to enact justice
and when.

A n I-Novel by Minae
Mizumura, translated
from Japanese
by Juliet Winters
Carpenter

who are faced with a text
written in two languages
and who must find a way
to make the text originally
written in English stand out
from their own translation.
This challenge was accepted
by Juliet Winters Carpenter
(trusted translator of Minae
Mizumura and other famous
Japanese authors) and the
novel is now available to
English-speaking audiences.
But what is the book about?
The story takes place on a
day in 1980 and follows the
internal dramas experienced
by Minae when, after living
much of her life in the United
States, she decides to turn
her back on the American
culture and return to Japan
to become a writer in her
native language. The story
is written both in the form
of a monologue and a
conversation between Minae
and her sister, with whom
she talks on the phone for
part of the narration.

• Columbia University
Press, April 2021

H eatwave by Victor
Jestin, translated from
French by Sam Taylor

A prolific writer since the
1990s, Minae Mizumura
returns to the British
bookstores with a new
novel: A n I-Novel. The novel,
originally published in 1995,
represented a novelty in
the literary landscape of
the time, as it incorporated
English phrases printed
horizontally within the
Japanese text. It also posed
a challenge for translators,

• Simon & Schuster,
July 2021
For many of us, going on
holiday abroad may be off
the cards yet again this
summer. Fortunately, there
is another way that we
can travel and experience
different languages and
cultures – reading books
in translation! One such

example is Victor Jestin’s
début novel, H eatwave.
As the title suggests, heat
permeates this novel,
and along with its vivid
descriptions and immersive
storytelling, this is a book
that will transport the reader
from a rainy British summer
to the sunny Mediterranean
where the story takes place.
Originally written in French
and published in English last
month by Simon & Schuster,
Heatwave is the perfect
translation for your 2021
staycation.
However, it may also leave
you feeling appreciative of
your home comforts. It is
a dark, psychological and
uncomfortable story, evident
from the opening lines,
“Oscar is dead because I
watched him die and did
nothing.” Heat soon becomes
oppressive, as we follow the
story of seventeen-year-old
Leonard, who decides to take
a walk alone one evening
and comes across fellow
teenager, Oscar, hanging
by the ropes of a swing, on
the brink of death. In that
moment, Leonard makes a
fateful decision: he decides
to do nothing, say nothing
and leave both his secret
and Oscar’s body behind.
Both existentialist and noir
in its themes, H eatwave is a
quintessential French novel
that is impossible to put
down. H eatwave is also the
winner of the 2019 Prix de la
Vocation and Prix Femina des
Lycéens.
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Staycation Summer: Outdoor
Activity Books
By Michaela O’Callaghan,
Rosie Burgoyne, L aura Jones
and J oanne B oustead
Throughout lockdown,
parents were eager to buy
activity books to keep
their little ones occupied.
Colouring books, journals
and puzzle books were
saviours to many parents
during multiple lockdowns
and school closures. With
travel uncertainty and
COVID-19 anxieties, the
term ‘staycation’, which is
when people have holidays
filled with special moments
and fun activities all while
staying at home, has become
well-known. This issue, we
are taking a look at some of
the best new and upcoming
activity books to keep
children busy and happy over
the summer break.

Draw With Rob
If there is any activity book
series that epitomises
children’s literature success
through the pandemic, it
is this one. #DrawWithRob
became an overnight
sensation on YouTube as
children learned how to
draw some of Rob’s loveable
characters found in his
picture books. HarperCollins
Children’s soon capitalised
on this internet success with
a Draw With Rob activity
book by Rob Biddulph. The
first book is a Sunday Times
number one bestseller
and was shortlisted for the
Children’s Illustrated &
Non-Fiction Book of the Year
at the British Book Awards
2021. The following two
activity books (Draw With
Rob at Christmas and Draw
With Rob: Build a Story) are
also bestsellers.
It comes as no surprise
that Rob Biddulph has
recently published another
book titled Draw With Rob:
Monster Madness, which
was published on 22 July.
This series provides perfect
stay-at-home fun and is
packed full of puzzles and art
techniques.
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Usborne Publishing
In recent years, Usborne
has been at the forefront
of children’s activity book
publishing. From London
sightseeing books to
discovering marine life, there
really is a book for every
child to love.
For children who love
nature and the outdoors,
we recommend a new
arrival from Usborne, the
Planet Earth Activity Book
by Sam Baer and Lizzie
Cope, where your child
can explore the wonders
of the Amazon rainforest,
the Great Barrier Reef and
so much more! There is
also a chapter dedicated
to saving the planet. With
information on clean energy
and what your child can
do to help the Earth, this
activity book is perfect for

kids who are environmentally
conscious and want to make
a difference.

The Great British
Staycation Activity
Book
Who says you can’t travel
whilst staying at home? The
Great British Staycation
Activity Book by Rachel
Dixon and Claire Saunders
was published 13 July, just
in time for the summer
holidays. Complete with bitesized facts, The Great British
Staycation tours Britain with
a colourful array of puzzles,
quizzes and crosswords.
Castles and landmarks
across the country are
brought to life by Ms. Livi
Gosling, whose beautiful
illustrations populate the
book. Destinations include,
but are not limited to, the
Peak District, Cornwall, the
Highlands and Yorkshire.

National Trust
With an array of gardens,
parks and countryside
locations to choose from,
a staycation is likely to
see you exploring some
of the country’s areas of
outstanding national beauty,
which are often supported by
the National Trust. Working in
partnership with Nosy Crow,
the National Trust offers
a collection of beautiful
books to delight and inspire
young minds. With the
Look What I Found series
by Moira Butterfield, young

readers can explore a range
of environments from the
woods to the sea. Containing
beautiful illustrations by
Jesús Verona, children can
delight at finding items on
the page before embarking
on their own adventure to
find seashells on the beach
or different types of trees in
the forest. Look What I Found
at the Seaside was released
in June 2021.

But why limit staycations
to holidays, especially with
active children looking for a
new adventure every week?
In October 2021, a delightful
title, National Trust: Sunday
Funday: A Nature Activity for
Every Weekend of the Year by
Katherine Halligan and Jesús
Verona is due to be released.
As the title suggests, every
Sunday can be a funday
with this gorgeous collection
of activities. Containing
a mixture of art projects
and physical activities,
this book is divided across
the four seasons, making
it the perfect partner for
staycations all year round.

With the idea of a staycation
becoming increasingly
popular this year, it is
important to show our
children that we can have
fun and enjoy ourselves no
matter where we choose to
go on holiday. Activity books
are a great way to encourage
children to interact with and
learn new things about the
world, particularly when
visiting a new place. We hope
these recommendations will
not only limit the number of
“Are we there yet?” shouts
from the backseat, but also
bring plenty of joy to children
and keep their imaginations
active over the summer.
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Feline Faces in Japanese Literature
By Monique Rosa Mc Clymont, Maisie Jane Garvin, Juliette Tulloch
and G iulia Caparrelli

Japan is a
cat-obsessed land
dominated by cat
islands, cat cafes,
and ubiquitous
feline depictions.
From the luck of the
maneki-neko to the
kawaii (cuteness)
of Hello Kitty and
Doraemon, cats are
beloved characters
in Japanese popular
culture, arts and
literature, featuring
on the cover of
many books as the
protagonists.
 he Cat and the City
T
by Nick Bradley
Nick Bradley’s sensational
debut The Cat and the City
was published just last
year by Atlantic Books and
features opposite colours in
paperback and hardback.
Having lived in Japan for
over ten years, (originally
intending to stay for just
one year), Bradley is well
accustomed to the everyday
life in Japan. This collection
of interlocking stories follows
a stray calico cat’s life on
the streets of Tokyo and her
run-ins with its city dwellers.
The hardback dust jacket
imitates Japanese cover

design, with sideways text
and a bold overlapping cover
image that pays homage
to cherry blossom season
in Japan (sakura). Carmen
R. Balit who currently
works for Atlantic Books
designed this cover, having
previously received a BA
in Design for Publishing at
Norwich University. The
illustrations featured inside
are partly courtesy of Mariko
Aruga, who specialises in
hand-drawn ink illustrations.
Described by Rowan Hisayo
as a “love letter to Japan and
its literature,” this is clearly
one book to add to the to-beread list this summer!

 he Guest Cat by
T
Takashi Hiraide
The Guest Cat, a bestseller

and winner of Japan’s
Kiyama Shohei Literary
Award, is a Japanese novella
by the acclaimed poet
Takashi Hiraide. The tale
follows a loveless couple
living in a quiet district of
Tokyo and is greeted by an
unexpected and charming
feline visitor who sparks a
change. Through daily doses
of joy brought by the cat and
a newfound appreciation for
the little things in life, love
is injected back into their
marriage. Courtesy of The
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Bridgeman Art Library, the
cover design features a detail
from Chat Couturier, an oil on
canvas by Leonard Tsuguharu
Foujita (1886-1968). He is a
Japanese-French painter and
well-known lover of cats who
has been referred to as “the
most important Japanese
artist working in the West
during the 20th century.” On
the otherwise simple cover,
the cat’s face is a prominent
feature; visible only from
the eyes upwards, it almost
pops up at the bottom of the
cover like how one would
imagine it first appeared
to the couple. A special
feature in a particular cover
edition, green foiled the book
title and eyes of the cat,

giving the cover an alluring,
subtle shine and the eyes, a
hypnotic quality.

 afka on the Shoreby
K
Haruki Murakami
 afka on the Shore by
K
Haruki Murakami was first
published in 2002, before
being translated into English
in 2005, and this particular
edition of the book is part
of Penguin’s Vintage Magic
collection. The book centres
around two main characters;
Kafka Tamura, a teenage
boy and Nakata, an elderly
man. In this tale of magical
realism, Murakami invites
readers into a world where
cats talk, and spirits slip out
of bodies. The unmissable
red circle surrounding and
focusing on a singular black
cat, perhaps represents
the overriding idea of

metaphysics within the story,
where the characters are
motivated by the nature of
the world around them. The
black cat is popular within
Japanese culture, and the
one printed on this specific
cover is more likely the
black maneki-neko cat who
is considered to bring good
luck and believed to ward off
evil spirits. Considering that
Kafka runs away from home
to escape a prophecy, the
cat could be symbolic of his
journey throughout the novel.

Japan. In the foreground,
taking over the book cover
with his charcoal silhouette,
Nana, the protagonist of
this story, sits alongside the
changing landscape and
seasons of Japan. Around
Nana are falling leaves,
and above him are tree
branches from which three
birds scrutinise the horizon
through their silent gazes.
Nature is given centre stage
on this cover and people
have no place. The sketches
recall the subtle colours and
black contours of Japanese
woodblock prints. The style
of the cover design is simple
and decluttered, an example
of the Japanese concept of
Ma, balancing figures and
empty space. The same
balance takes place in the
novel between life and
death, youth and ageing,
despair and hope. A delicate
and poetic book cover that
echoes the delicacy of the
story and the beautiful
relationship between Satoru
and Nana.

 he Travelling Cat
T
Chronicles by Hiro
Arikawa
This book follows the lives of
Nana, a young, opinionated
cat, and his kind-hearted
human companion, Satoru,
as they embark on a
mysterious road trip across
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Hidden Classics
By Megan Powell , Michael
Calder and Hannah Spruce
Notoriety defines classic
literature – an overarching
seal of approval from
literary communities.
Typically, literature gains
status via inclusion within
recognised ceremonies or
lists and several aspects
may warrant the label:
exceptional style, significant
social commentary, genre
redefinition, nuanced
narrative. With these facets,
literature dubbed classics
may hold the attention of
readers, philosophers and
academics for generations.
However, not every
impactful literary work
can receive the plaudits.
Occasionally, a significant
work will go unnoticed or
underappreciated. So, in this
issue, we are highlighting
some lesser-known literature
which we believe makes the
classical cut.

The Private Memoirs
and Confessions of
a Justified Sinner by
James Hogg
Though the text saw inflated
interest during the late
twentieth century, aligning
with hesitant scrutiny of an
independently recognisable
Scottish literature, The
Private Memoirs and
Confessions of a Justified
Sinner, written by James
Hogg and published

depiction of character and
setting, Hogg harnessed
Gothic techniques,
permeated genre boundaries
and perhaps, created one
of the earliest examples of
modern crime fiction.

The Heptaméron by
Marguerite de Navarre

anonymously in 1824,
may skirt under the radar
regarding classic literature.
The novel received a poor
critical response upon
publication. Within his
lifetime, Hogg only saw
one edition published
with little commercial
success. However, the
novel has since ranked
among the greatest works
of Scottish literature and
deserves wider exposure.
As a provocative tale that
provides commentary on the
social, political and religious
turmoil which descended
upon Scotland during the
Reformation period and
beyond, Hogg’s novel shows
all the characteristics of
a classic.
Robert Wringham holds
centre stage as a Calvinist
in the extreme, taking
predestination to a
murderous extent and
presuming himself immune
to repercussions. With his
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seven of the stories and
used the title Histoires
des amans fortunez. It
wasn’t until the second
edition by the instructions
of Claude Gruget that The
Heptaméron was restored
to its original intention
and order, including all the
short stories. Navarre’s
frame narrative structure
was highly influenced by
Boccaccio’s The Decameron
and she uses her profound
characters to contrast the
form through exploring
the tales told by a group of
travellers. The characters
often explore the differences
in society and attitudes
through the recounting of
tales over a seven-day period
– hence the title deriving
from Greek to mean just
that. Throughout the novel,
tales are told by different
narrators who feature in each
story, allowing for a strongly
engaging read.

My Cousin Rachel by
Daphne du Maurier
This French classic was
published posthumously
in 1558. Marguerite de
Navarre originally intended
to fill The Heptaméron with
one hundred short stories
spanning ten days but upon
the death of the author
the collection consisted of
seventy-two short stories
reaching seven days.
The tales contain central
themes of lust, love, sex
and other similar synonyms.
However, upon first
publication, editor Pierre
Boaistua only used sixty-

My Cousin Rachel shares
much of the complexity
and grit of its predecessor
Rebecca. The narrator Philip
becomes obsessed with the
idea of his cousin Rachel,
following the unexpected
death of his beloved cousin
and benefactor Ambrose
whilst in Italy. As Ambrose’s
widow, Rachel becomes
implicated in murder
accusations following
a series of fraught and
paranoid letters from
Ambrose in his dying
weeks. However, after
meeting Rachel, Philip
becomes enamoured and

his resentment manifests
into desire and mania. It is a
novel which leaves the reader
guessing as Rachel shifts
between villain and heroine.
The mystery and suspicion
of the eponymous character
is heightened as she is kept
at a distance, while Philip’s
unreliable narration leaves
the reader to question
Rachel’s motivations and
integrity. Du Maurier writes
refreshingly complex
and independent female
characters who are
capable of deceit, murder
and manipulation and it is
these characteristics which
allow Du Maurier’s work to
endure. The novel is a slow
burner, but nonetheless
captivating and its ability
to be retold and assessed
from various perspectives
solidifies Du Maurier’s
mastery of her craft.

The Great God Pan by
Arthur Machen
The Great God Pan,
published in 1894 by Welsh
author Arthur Machen,
took inspiration from the
author’s visit to a pagan
temple and comprises one
of the greatest Gothic tales
ever told, as attested by
Stephen King. The novella
opens with a controversial
science experiment, skirting
the line between science
and ritual, meant to induce
spiritual awakening and the
results are devastatingly
unexpected. A tragedy
unfolds with brutal
irreverence. A tragedy Helen
Vaughan cannot escape.
Thematically, the text
asks pertinent questions,

querying the concept of
independent agency within
religious settings. In more
recent years, critics have
lauded the unification of
facets that would fall under
the umbrellas of Science
Fiction, Fantasy and Gothic
within contemporary
literature. However, the
novella received heavy
criticism of innuendo and
crass horror throughout the
writer’s lifetime, reviews
that ultimately tarnished
Machen’s reputation.
While The Great God Pan
incurred criticism during
the nineteenth century and
beyond, Machen’s literary
work has since influenced
phenomenal horror writers
and become a staple of
the genre.
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The Value of Work Experience,
an Interview with Becca Sealy
By K ayley Stanbridge

This issue we speak with
Becca Sealy who had the
opportunity to do two weeks
work experience at Penguin
Random House (Penguin
General) back in 2019 before
the pandemic had slowed
down work experience
opportunities within the
publishing industry. With
the lifting of restrictions in
the UK this past month and
the world slowly returning
to some level of normalcy,
with some people returning
to the office and more work
experience opportunities
beginning to open, we
thought it useful to hear from
a hopeful who has completed
work experience to motivate
us, as we apply to such
opportunities ourselves.
Doing work experience for
the first time especially if
you have never worked in an
office before can be nerve
wracking but exciting as
Becca explains,

“I had never worked full-time
in an office before, so it was
a fantastic opportunity to
learn about how that kind of
environment operates. I feel
that my organisation and

prioritisation skills developed
immensely in those two
weeks as well, I can’t begin
to tell you how many to-do
lists I wrote each day to keep
track of the workload!”
Becca worked for the
communications department
of PRH covering marketing
and publicity and tells us of
her experience,

“because I was working

in the Communications
department, a large portion
of my time was spent sending
proofs to journalists and
influencers. This varied from
sending one copy of a book
to a blogger, all the way
to organising a mailout of
fifty plus proofs. Alongside
this, I put together press
releases, created showcards
and provided administrative
support.” One highlight
for Becca during her work
experience was getting to
meet and assist Bernardine
Evaristo when she came
into the office to do a book
signing for Waterstones.

“I’m still not sure how we

managed it, but a thousand
copies of Girl Woman Other
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were signed, stickered
and packaged up in one
afternoon!”
In terms of the work
environment Becca tells us,

“I worked at the Strand

office, which was an openplanned space, so it didn’t
feel hierarchical at all.
Everybody was friendly and
approachable and I’d even
get emails from people in
the department just inviting
me for a coffee and a chat!
I think because the people
working there have been
publishing hopefuls at one
point, they’re more than
happy to offer anyone advice
and an encouraging word.
In all, I have nothing but
positive things to say about
the people I met and the
general working atmosphere.”
Having worked at a
publishing house for the
first time, we asked Becca
whether she felt that there is
a steep learning curve going
into this type of work, Becca
explains that,

“on one hand, it was

sometimes daunting to be
responsible for tasks I had
no experience of. However,
the girl who had started
work experience a week
before me showed me the
ropes and everybody in the
department was happy to
answer any questions. PRH
doesn’t expect you to have
publishing experience after
all! Thanks to this level of
guidance, I was able to do
most tasks without a second
thought within a couple
of days.”
In terms of whether the role
was as she expected Becca
explains,

“I’m an anxious person, so

I did a fair bit of research
beforehand, but I was
surprised at the level
of responsibility I was
given: it felt great to be
trusted with important
things that contributed
to the development of
current projects. At the
time, Penguin General was
gearing up for the release
of This Too Shall Pass by
Julia Samuels and they
kindly invited me and the
other work experience girls
to sit in on a meeting where
they discussed the book
and brainstormed ideas for
the marketing and publicity
campaigns.”

On the value of this
experience Becca tells us,

“As a publishing hopeful, it

was an invaluable experience
as it’s given me plenty of
things to add to my CV. We
all know how difficult it is to
break into publishing if you
have no experience or inside
knowledge, so getting the
opportunity to learn more
about the industry from the
inside – even for just two
weeks – was a privilege.”

bread and butter. For me, it’s
the idea of contributing to
something that touches the
hearts and minds of readers
that I find so appealing.”
A special thanks to Becca
Sealy for speaking with us!
You can find her on Twitter or
Instagram.

In terms of the publishing
roles that Becca is interested
in, she explains that she is

“drawn to the editorial side

of things but, at this early
stage in my career, I’m open
to anything entry-level!” On
what had interested
her about working
in the publishing
industry Becca
explains,

“I realised that it

was something I
wanted to pursue
when I worked
for a company
that provides
education software
to schools. Working
with children’s and
YA books was a
central part of my
role and after I was
made redundant, I
was determined
that books would
continue to be my
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Job Opportunities
By A imee Whittle, Jennifer Hill
and L eah B ird

preferably in an arts subject.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Marketing, PR
and Sales Intern,
HopeRoad Publishing
Closing Date: 24 August
Salary: London Living Wage
(pro rata)
Location: Remote
HopeRoad Publishing is
looking for a part-time
Marketing, PR and Sales
Intern to join their team!
The role will focus on
promoting diverse books
from the publisher, who
specialise in Black, Asian
and Caribbean writers and
writing. You will be involved
in publication scheduling,
forward planning, writing
copy and supporting the
marketing, PR and sales
teams.
The ideal candidate will
be passionate about the
arts, have experience and/
or knowledge of Black and
Asian writers and writing,
be well versed in social
media and computer design
packages and have a degree,

Editorial Assistant,
Titan Publishing Group
Closing Date: 22 August
Salary: £19,000
Location: Temporarily remote
due to COVID-19

and communication skills
along with strong computer
skills, including Microsoft
Word and Excel. They will
also be well-organised,
highly efficient and able
to set priorities and meet
deadlines under pressure.
A demonstrable interest in
sci-fi, fantasy, horror and
crime is essential, as is an
awareness of TV, movie and
gaming trends.
For more information and to
apply, click here.

Publishing Assistant
Apprentice, Aconyte
Books
Closing Date: 20 August

Titan Publishing Group
is looking for an Editorial
Assistant!

Salary: £16,000

You will be providing general
administrative support
to the editorial team,
liaising with authors and
licensors, proofreading
and copyediting, writing
jacket copy and reading
submissions. You will also
work closely with internal
departments such as sales,
marketing, contracts, rights,
production and design
helping to ensure projects
keep to schedule.

Aconyte Books are looking
for a Publishing Assistant
Apprentice!

The ideal candidate will be
educated to degree level, or
have equivalent experience
and have excellent written
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Location: Nottingham

As an apprentice, you will
be supporting the team
with translation approvals,
ensuring materials are logged
and delivered, assisting
books with production
as well as assisting with
uploading book data and title
information.
You will also be assisting with
their social media, attending
events and even contributing
ideas.

The apprentice must be
skilled in Microsoft Office,
have a high standard of
English, with experience
of websites or apps
welcome and experience
using databases would be
advantageous. Apply now.

must also have a passion for
stories and storytelling and
be eager to learn. Apply here.

Closing Date: 31 August
Salary: £19,000

Publicity Intern –
Team Assistant,
Bonnier Books UK

Production Assistant,
Search Press Ltd

Closing Date: 26 August

Closing Date: 30 August

Salary: £21,158

Salary: £17,000 to £20,000

Location: London

Location: Tunbridge Wells,
Kent

Bonnier Books are searching
for a Publicity Intern – Team
Assistant to work across
the children’s and adult’s
publicity teams.
The Publicity Intern will be
helping with general admin
such as processing invoices,
updating databases and
assisting with mailings.
You will be helping collate,
log and send bookseller
roundups as well as award
submissions, updating
keywords and assisting
with publicity campaigns.
You will also be logging and
collating press coverage,
helping with author events,
launches and tours.
You must have good
communication skills, good
organisational and time
management skills, have
good attention to detail and
be a great team player. You

Academic Editorial
Publishing Apprentice,
Bloomsbury’s
Academic Division

Search Press is looking for
an assistant to work in their
Production Department!
You will be working
independently but under the
supervision of the Production
Manager, learning not only
about book production, but
also the complete publishing
process. Your key duties will
include processing book
reprints on backlist titles,
raising print orders and
coordinating production
schedules.
The ideal candidate will be
naturally organised, have a
willing and proactive attitude
and a good detail. You
should also have excellent
organisational and time
management skills, a keen
eye for detail and knowledge
of Microsoft 365.
To apply, click here.

Location: London
Bloomsbury’s Academic
Division is looking for an
enthusiastic, efficient and
personable candidate for an
apprenticeship in academic
editorial publishing!
You will be providing support
for various elements of the
editorial process including
clearing permissions,
carrying out research
into new projects and
administrative tasks such
as filing and archiving of
paperwork. You will also
be assessing book proposals
and sending emails/letters
of acknowledgement and
rejection, sending out copies
of published books and
helping with the peer review
process.
The ideal candidate will
have exceptional attention
to detail, competency in
using Microsoft Office and
be flexible with the ability
to work independently. You
should also have good time
management skills and be
able to solve problems under
pressure.
To apply, click here.
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Save Our (Indie) Books
By Millie K iel and Mara R adut

make it even more
complicated for publishers
and authors alike.
Should these changes
be taken any further, not
only will authors lose the
protection of copyright,
but the book market is in
jeopardy of going haywire.
The UK market could face
the issue of an overflow of
different editions of the
same title, which, due to
authors losing the ability to
limit the global resale of their
books, could result in a reselling of them back within
the UK for a reduced price
and an uncertain income for
the writers themselves.
Without the clout and
financial and legal resources
of larger publishing
houses, it is safe to say
that these changes also
have the potential to
disproportionately impact
independent presses.

Imagine a world with fewer
books – horrific, right?
It is the belief of a portion
in the publishing industry
that, if proposals outlined
in an ongoing Government
consultation on the UK’s
future exhaustion of
intellectual property rights
regime are taken forward,
this could be a challenging
reality for UK publishers
very soon.
Currently there is a
protective border of sorts
around the UK meaning
that authors can control the
distribution of their books:
you can’t misappropriate

the intellectual property, or
print books somewhere it is
cheaper to create them and
ship them back into the UK
market.

UK publishing industry
competitive – allowing
publishers to take risks on
books and inspiring more
authors and writers to put
pen to paper.

This “exhaustion regime”
allows UK authors and
publishers to set their
prices in a way that is fitting
for international markets
and also prevent copies
of books from outside the
European Economic Area
from entering the UK market
and undercutting domestic
prices.

The framework which the
Government is currently
consulting on proposes
replacing this border with
an “international exhaustion
regime.” This would prevent
UK authors from being
able to stop the sale of
international copies of their
books in the UK.

In short, it is the security
of this copyright border
that helps to keep the

Publishing is no easy affair
and the “international
exhaustion regime” might
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Speaking to Patrick Walsh
from PublishingPush, a
self-publishing company,
the ominous fate for
independent publishers with
these changes was clear.
Bigger, commercial presses
“can get it wrong every now
and again and it will even
out eventually” thanks to
big budgets, big warehouses
and big balance sheets.
Independents don’t have
that luxury.
Indie presses need to be
very mindful of the volume
that they’re printing, and as
such, in a landscape where
the are already unable to
print in the same volume that

the larger publishers can, if
this proposed change to the
copyright is to go through
then they’ll also have to
compete with the reduced
rates of imported copies.
In Walsh’s words, “if they’re
then trying to compete with
these lower rates then their
margins will be squeezed
even more to the point of
it almost being debatable
whether it’s really worth the
whole process at all.”
Diversity is largely at stake
in this matter as well – if
the profit is reduced,
writers’ motivation is due to
follow, particularly for the
authors who work closely
with independent presses.
Their endeavours might be
stopped altogether because
some will simply not be
able to afford carrying on.
Independent presses are
huge contributors to the
UK’s diverse publishing
landscape: each coming in
with their own identity and
principles.
The proposed changes paint
a bleak, almost dystopian
picture: different covers
of the same title could
be displayed side by side,
retail prices might not be in
accordance with the country
that the books are being
sold in and individuality
might just cease to exist, as
UK and export editions will
scramble for a place in the
book market.

and booksellers alike have
come together in a campaign
to stop the Government
implementing the changes.
Save Our Books has been
established to garner support
for the industry and raise
awareness of the potential
impact these proposed
changes to UK copyright law
might have.
They have already gained
support: 2,661 authors
have recently written to the
Sunday Times to oppose the
changes, stating that the
new “book law spells poverty
to authors.” Among the
signatories are Max Porter,
Hilary Mantel and Maggie
O’Farrell.
The Save Our Books website
has a wealth of information
and suggestions of how
to get involved, such as
writing to your local MP and
following Save Our Books on
Twitter.
So, go and make some noise
about copyright law and save
our (indie) books!

Not happy with the future
that the Government
framework promises for the
industry, authors, publishers
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Unboxing: A Look Inside
Promotional Book Boxes
By Georgia Rees and Caitlin
Davies
Promotional book boxes
are a unique marketing tool
sent alongside advanced
reading copies (ARCs) to
influencers within the book
community. Their purpose
is to help elevate the book
and author within the
community and to inspire
positive endorsements that
will help to increase sales of
the book. The contents are
typically either branded or
themed merchandise, such
as stationery or clothing,
or props to help cultivate a
unique reading experience.

for recommendations.
Promotional book boxes
are an important part of
this strategy and fit well
within the aesthetic nature
of platforms like Instagram,
providing a way for people to
visually engage with the book
and enter a discussion with
other readers.

The Project by
Courtney Summers
Published by Wednesday
Books in February 2021,
this YA thriller grapples with
themes of belonging and
explores the question of what
leads people to leave their
family behind to join a cult.

There is a growing
community of book bloggers
and bookstagrammers
online, and publishing
companies often use this
opportunity for word-ofmouth publicity. Hearing a
positive review from someone
who is trusted and shares
a similar reading taste is
likely to encourage followers
to research and purchase
the upcoming release.
Influencers play a large
part in online marketing,
and so maximising the
chances that they will have
a positive experience of the
book is key, as followers
are likely to keep coming
back to the same accounts
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The promotional book box
campaign strategy is a great
example of building hype
for an upcoming release by
creating a unique reader
experience. Alongside
the ARC, influencers were
sent a package from “The
Unity Project” themselves,
containing a welcome pack,
a press pass, a confidential
research file and an invitation
to a sermon with the founder.
The boxes were featured
in countless Instagram
posts under the hashtag
#WelcomeToTheProject, a
genius way of creating a cultlike atmosphere that echoed
the contents of the book.

Thought was clearly put into
how the target audience
(young adults with an interest
in true crime and cults)
would view and engage
with these posts. This book
was heavily promoted over
Instagram with teaser posts,
video trailers and curated
Project Playlists being shared
in anticipation of publication.
Summers perfectly summed
up the impact of this
marketing strategy: “The
Project releases in six
months…We’re going to
spend that time pulling you
into its world piece by piece
until it’s all you can think
about and it’s the only place
you want to be.

The Secret to
Superhuman Strength
by Alison Bechdel
Lucky readers of Alison
Bechdel’s highly anticipated
third graphic memoir, The
Secret to Superhuman
Strength, also received a box
of goodies upon its release in
May 2021. Whilst Bechdel’s
award-winning memoirs
Fun Home and Are You My
Mother? focused on family,
the change in direction
of this graphic novel was
reflected in its promotional
material. This memoir
explored sports and exercise,
with Bechdel’s decades of
experiencing different fitness
crazes driving the narrative.
Jonathan Cape sent a box
to book bloggers containing
a signed copy, along with a
bum bag and cap to reflect
the sport and wellbeing
themes. The cap, adorned
with “I passed the Bechdel

Test,” is a nod to Bechdel’s
infamous test concerning
the representation of women
in fiction. The bum bag is
designed with the front cover
art, along with the dark blue
colour palette of the book.
The box created a real buzz
around Bechdel’s first book
since 2012, appealing to
new and existing fans of
the legendary cartoonist.
Completing and releasing the
memoir during the pandemic,
Bechdel connected her
fascination with the outdoors
to our own, as more of us
turned to nature to escape
cabin fever.

Rising Popularity
The ongoing pandemic
created new challenges for
promoting books, with the
cancellation of in-person
events and the closure of
bookshops during lockdown
periods. Promotional book
boxes are proving to be a
viable route to continue
promoting books to readers
at home, and are popular
with both authors and
readers alike.
For self-published author
Philippa Atwood, these
boxes are “perfect to give
readers something extra.”
As she prepares for her
re-release of southern
romance novel Texas Eire,
she values the “amazing
support network among
authors and readers” on
social media, with the boxes
enabling communication
with her readership and the
chance to “give them a more
personalised experience.”

Bookstagram users seem to
enjoy the niche of receiving
“paraphernalia” with a new
release. @pickagoodbook
enjoyed experiencing “the
feelings of a kid opening a
birthday present” and @
queerbra.rian found that
book boxes were a great
way to discover new series
and an opportunity to “not
only promote the author,
but also the creators of the
goodies” that accompany
new releases. @bibliowino
added that boxes “take the
excitement to the next level,”
and “will also guarantee that
I do a permanent post on my
feed to thank the publisher/
author.”
You can find
@authorphilippaattwood and
bloggers @pickagoodbook,
@queerbra.rian and
@bibliowino on Instagram.
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International LGBTQ+ Publishing
and the Global Anglophone
by

Frazer Martin (he / them)

In the second chapter of
Arundhati Roy’s 2017 novel
The Ministry of Utmost
Happiness, the protagonist,
Anjum – a hijra woman who
has transitioned – becomes
envious of another, younger
trans woman living in her
queer collective in Delhi.
This woman, Saeeda, is a
university graduate who
speaks perfect English, an
activist for gender rights
groups and receives copious
attention from foreign
press – all of which arouses
Anjum’s suspicions. The main
cause for concern, however,
is Saeeda’s facility with the
newly globalised language of
LGBTQ+ identity:
“More importantly, she
[Saeeda] could speak the
new language of the times –
she could use the terms cisMan and FtoM and MtoF and
in interviews she referred
to herself as a ‘transperson.’
Anjum, on the other hand,
mocked what she called
the ‘trans-france’ business
and stubbornly insisted on
referring to herself as
a Hijra.”

To Anjum, Saeeda’s ability
to align herself with “the
new language of the times”
represents a genuine
threat: as a globalised
Anglophone LGBTQ+
discourse increasingly takes
up space, little room is left
for her identity as a hijra – a
local, indigenous gendered
subjectivity specific to
the Indian subcontinent.
Saeeda, with her effortless
mastery of this language, is
able to perform fluently in
interviews for global media
outlets. Whereas Anjum,
clings ‘stubbornly’ to her
indigenous identity, which
is cast, implicitly, as an
archaism unworthy of the
same attention.
What emerges from Anjum
and Saeeda’s feud is
clearly not just a matter of
semantics, but of competing
queer discourses and
epistemologies – a tension
between hegemonic,
Western-influenced
understandings of queer
experience and indigenous,
local frameworks of gendered
and sexual subjectivity, such
as the hijra.
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As Anjum’s anxieties about
Saeeda’s media-savviness
suggest, this tension is
particularly prescient in the
context of a globalised media
and invites us to question
how indigenous texts about
gender and sexual variance
circulate within global
publishing markets. Whereas
previously, queer fiction sat
firmly in the domain of indie
presses and small-scale,
localised and informal retail
markets. Now, it constitutes
a large and formidable part
of the global book trade:
mega-retailers such as
Amazon dedicated categories
and sub-categories for
LGBTQ+ fiction; the ‘big
five’ international publishers
increasingly use LGBTQ+
terms as categorisations
within their lists; and
dedicated literary prizes,
agencies, indies and
imprints exist specifically
for LGBTQ+ books. As queer
fiction becomes a globalised
phenomenon, so too does the
specifically Anglo-American
LGBTQ+ discourse through
which these texts are bought,
sold and marketed, leaving
little space for non-Western
conceptions of gender and
sexual variance.

Akwaeke Emezi (@azemezi),
an Igbo-Tamil author of
international acclaim,
tweeted insightfully about
this very issue in June this
year, with regard to the
reception of their debut
novel Freshwater, published
in 2018 and often read as
a novel about nonbinary
identity:

“A note on Freshwater
– it is *not* a book
about nonbinary/
trans identity through
an Igbo lens, ffs. It
is not about gender
whatsoever and
framing it as that is
trying to force it over
to a human/Western
center. It is about
embodiment as an
ogbanje.”
Expressing their anger at
the co-opting of the Ogbanje
– a spiritual entity specific
to Igbo culture – into the
global Anglophone of
LGBTQ+ discourse, Emezi
takes issue with a wider
Anglocentrism inherent to
international publishing
and reading culture,
which reads indigenous
forms of embodiment as
uncomplicatedly coterminous

with LGBTQ+ embodiment.
In a later tweet in the series,
they write:

“You cannot separate
white supremacy/
colonialism/etc
from reading a text
centred in Igbo
ontology, about an
entity specific to
Igbo reality, and
then describing it
as something else,
without thinking
about why you can’t
hold the indigenous
center and what you
might be erasing.”
Just as Anjum worries
over the encroachment
of Anglophone LGBTQ+
discourse into indigenous
conceptions of gender,
sexuality and embodiment in
Roy’s novel, Emezi identifies
how the globalised networks
of LGBTQ+ publishing, while
representing a liberatory
possibility for some,
fundamentally misread –
and thus mis-market – their
work.

As international publishers
continue to buy distribution
and translation rights for
non-Western texts about
or including gender and
sexual variance, it becomes
more and more important
to question how these texts
can be published with
sensitivity to and awareness
of their cultural specificity.
As the LGBTQ+ book market
expands, it simultaneously
becomes gradually set
in its ways in terms of
campaigning, distribution
and retail – a secure formula
has been reached for how
to monetize these books.
Emezi and Roy, however,
raise important questions
about these processes and
challenge publishers (and us
as readers) to think through
how we receive texts arising
in non-Western contexts –
LGBTQ+ or otherwise.

Increasingly, it seems,
conformity to AngloAmerican conceptions
of LGBTQ+ identities,
epistemologies and
embodiments has become
a condition of entry into the
global LGBTQ+ book market.
Emezi themselves is often
styled as an LGBTQ+ author
within this context, despite
their own description of
their books’ grounding in
indigenous Igbo ontology.
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The Booker Prize 2021 Longlist
Revealed
By Emma Carey, Caitlin Evans
and Hannah Davenport

Second Place, Rachel
Cusk (Faber and
Faber)

It’s that time of year again.
When all bookworms,
from those who read 100
books a year to those who
read nothing more than
blurbs, come together to
discuss novels from the
contemporary literary
landscape. The Booker Prize
is arguably the most widely
followed literary award.
Every book in this longlist
can be sure to expect an
influx of reviews and boosted
sales from their Booker
endorsement, along with a
chance to make it onto the
shortlist (to be announced 14
September) and potentially
be crowned the winner. For
those wishing to update their
ever-growing TBRs, here is
a look into the 2021 Booker
Prize Longlist.

Famous for her Outline
trilogy, Cusk’s new novel
takes a different artistic
direction. When the
protagonist connects with
a young artist’s paintings
as a means of expressing
her marriage complications,
she invites the artist to her
coastal town to explore the
possibility of healing.

A Passage North, Anuk
Arudpragasam (Granta
Books)
Arudpragasam’s second
novel is a detailed and
precise work set during a
journey through the northern
landscape of Sri Lanka. This
novel explores themes of
memory and grief against a
backdrop of national trauma
and violence.

The Promise, Damon
Galgut (Chatto &
Windus)
Famous for his previously
shortlisted debuts, The Good
Doctor and In a Strange
Room, Galgut is back on the
Booker longlist with his latest
release. The Promise follows
the declining years of a
white family in South Africa.
Spanning four decades
from 1986, Galgut expertly
unravels the secrets and
unkept promises of the
Swart family.

The Sweetness of
Water, Nathan Harris
(Hachette Book
Group)
A stunning historical fiction
debut, this novel is set in
the Reconstruction period
after the American Civil War.
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It explores two stories in
parallel: a forbidden romance
between two Confederate
soldiers and the special bond
between two freedmen, who
are brothers and a humble
Georgia farmer.

Klara and the Sun,
Kazuo Ishiguro (Faber
and Faber)
Klara and the Sun is
Ishiguro’s first published
novel since winning the
Nobel Prize for Literature.
This dystopian tale is
narrated from the observing
eyes of Klara, a robot
designed to be an artificial
friend for children. As Klara
is perched on the shelf
waiting to be chosen, she
takes the reader on a journey
to explore the question,
“What does it really mean to
be human?”

An Island, Karren
Jennings (Holland
House Books)
An unforgettable novella
spanning only four days
but unleashing a lifetime of
memories for its seventyyear-old protagonist. Samuel
lives alone on a secluded
island in Africa, until one
day a young refugee washes
ashore. Samuel, sharing no
common language with the

young man, feels threatened
and unsettled as he fights to
protect what’s his.

A Town Called Solace,
Mary Lawson (Chatto
& Windus)

We follow Mahmood and
his plight for justice after
being wrongfully accused
of murder. The novel is
a riveting meditation on
prejudice, the search for
truth and cruelty of the state.

A previous Booker longlistee
and acclaimed Canadian
author Mary Lawson returns
with another beautiful
yet simply written story.
Lawson’s fourth novel is set
in her native Canada and
explores themes of loss and
grief through the intertwined
lives of three people at
different stages of life,
living in a small town as they
attempt to uncover truths
from the past and present.

Bewilderment, Richard
Powers (Hutchinson)

No One is Talking
About This,
Patricia Lockwood
(Bloomsbury Circus)

China Room, Sunjeev
Sahota (Harvill
Secker)

Shortlisted for the 2021
Women’s Prize for Fiction,
Lockwood’s debut is an
unsurprising addition to
the Booker longlist. No
One is Talking About This
explores our connection
to social media, its pitfalls
and overwhelmingly
insistent presence in our
lives. Lockwood’s uniquely
humorous voice asks us to
ponder life and love in the
modern world.

The Fortune Man,
Nadifa Mohamed
(Viking Books)
Mohamed is the author of
Black Mamba Boy and The
Orchard of Lost Souls. Her
fourth novel The Fortune
Man is set in 1950s Cardiff.

Author of Pulitzer prizewinning The Overstory,
Powers returns with this
captivating novel. The
intimate, heart-wrenching
story follows a young
astrobiologist and widowed
father in his desperate
attempts to keep his ill son
safe on a planet intent on its
own destruction.

Light Perpetual,
Francis Spufford
(Faber and Faber)
The Guardian noted Light
Perpetual as “an exercise
in gratitude”, speaking
perfectly to the mindful
zeitgeist of our time. In
this striking and powerful
novel, Spufford imagines the
detailed lives that might have
been lived by five workingclass children had they not
been killed by a wartime
bomb.

Sahota’s novel tells an
inter-generational and
cross-border story of family
history. Two stories are told,
one of a young bride’s new
marriage and one within the
rural farmlands of India, both
attempting to discover the
roots of identity.

Great Circle, Maggie
Shipstead (Doubleday)
From this award-winning
author comes a new tale
interweaving the lives of two
women who find a bond and
connection through time, a
famous female pilot and a
rebellious Hollywood actress
who stars in the aviator’s
biopic years later.
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Upcoming Events
By Michaela O’Callaghan,
Rosie Burgoyne, Erin Evett and
Sabeehah Saleq

MarketYourMarketing:
Job Interviews
Masterclass
6:00–7:00 p.m., 17 August
Join Ellie Pilcher, Marketing
Manager at Avon and
author of What Planet Can
I Blame This On? in her
next workshop all about
job interviews. Learn all
about the different types
of questions asked at
publishing job interviews
and how to handle those
pesky nerves! With a zoom
presentation and a thirtyminute Q&A feature, come
ready with loads of questions
to help you smash that next
publishing interview! Ellie
Pilcher is a burst of positive
energy within the industry,
so there is no-one better
to guide you through the
daunting interview process.
Book free tickets here.

A Slow Fire Burning:
Paula Hawkins in
Conversation

Northern Fiction
Alliance Summer
Showcase

7:00 p.m., 31 August
Are you a fan of The Girl on
the Train and Into the Water?
Then this is the event for you!

7:00–9:00 p.m., 17 August
The Northern Fiction Alliance
was formed in 2016 by
some of the UK’s leading
independent publishers –
including Comma Press,
Peepal Tree Press, Dead Ink
Books and And Other Stories.
The purpose of this collective
is to showcase the innovative
and creative nature of the
UK’s Northern publishers.
The Northern Fiction
Alliance is breaking barriers
in publishing, challenging
the London-centric
industry and redefining
the literary landscape for
underrepresented authors
and northern indies. Don’t
miss their summer showcase,
featuring upcoming authors
from five of their publishers,
including Tice Cin, Courtia
Newland, Jill Hopper, Heidi
James and Harry Gallon.
Tickets here.

UK Publishers’ Walk
and Talk
10:20 a.m. – 3:00 p.m., 21
August
BookMachine invites you to
this lovely outdoor event,
where you’ll get to enjoy
a relaxing walk through
a beautiful deer park
whilst chatting with other
publishing professionals (and
hopefuls). After being stuck
indoors for so long, this event
sounds like a real treat! You
can find more details on this
event here.

Between the Covers
Book Club
6:30–8:30 p.m., 23 August
The Between the Covers
Book Club is all about good
books and good company.
What more could you
want? This month, they’re
discussing two amazing
books – Kazuo Ishiguro’s
Klara and the Sun and The
Flatshare by Beth O’Leary.
Tickets here.
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Join author Paula Hawkins
as she discusses her new
thriller, A Slow Fire Burning.
Tickets are £10 or £25 with a
free signed copy. Buy tickets
here.

Annie Garthwaite Cecily
7:30 p.m., 24 August
This live in-person event
at Booka in Shropshire,
features Annie Garthwaite
as she discusses her debut
novel (which was published
on 29 July), Cecily. In this
novel, Annie reimagines the
life of Cecily, Duchess of York
and her role in the Wars of
the Roses. Tickets are £5
and available to order here.

Essex Book Festival
6 June–29 August
Have you attended the Essex
Book Festival yet? No worries
if not, as there’s still time
to attend some brilliantly
bookish events. Join Abigail
Dean as she discusses her
new crime thriller debut, Girl
A, on the 18 August. This will
be held at South Woodham
Ferrers Library and tickets
are between £5-£7. Another

excellent event is being
held on 22 August – listen
to Alexandra Wilson as she
discusses In Black and
White, a stunning memoir
exploring race and class
within the courtroom. Browse
the range of upcoming events
here.

Provincial Booksellers
Fairs Association
21 August 2021
Have you ever wanted to
visit the birthplace of William
Shakespeare? Well, now is
your chance! The Provincial
Booksellers Fairs Association
is hosting a book fair in
Stratford-Upon-Avon, where
approximately twenty dealers
will be showcasing secondhand books, rare antiquarian
books and many more items,
such as maps and prints.
There really is something
for everyone and after the
fair, there are plenty of
Shakespeare related events
to see around the town to
keep you entertained. Entry
is free. For more details,
click here.

Edinburgh
International Book
Festival: The Business
of Books Events
Throughout August
This year’s free ‘The
Business of Books’
programme from the
organisers of Edinburgh Book

Festival is one to watch for
publishing hopefuls and new
starters within the industry.
The sessions are free and
aim to offer invaluable
insights for those interested
in joining the world of books
as a career. All the events are
either hybrid or taking place
entirely online, meaning
that you can join in live,
even if you are not local to
the festival. This Summer’s
programme is as follows:
17 August
11:00 a.m.: Scottish
Publisher Showcase
19 August
10:00 a.m.: Rethinking
‘Diversity’ in Publishing:
Lasting Change
2:00 p.m.: Opening Up
Books: Creating Book Events
for People with Learning
Difficulties
27 August
11:00 a.m.: Cover Design
Masterclass – Judging a
Book by Its Cover
For more information about
the ‘Business of Books’
events programme or to
register for any of the above
events, visit the festival’s
website here.
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Not to be Overlooked
By Natalia A lvarez and A licja Baranowska

Not To Be Overlooked introduces a variety of wonderful but lesser-known
books to assist readers in finding their next great reads. This week’s column
covers a review of a non-fiction memoir, In The Dream House by Carmen Maria
Machado and fiction title, Everyone is Still Alive by Cathy Renzenbrink.

Everyone is Still Alive
by Cathy Rentzenbrink
Cathy Rentzenbrink has
been amongst my favourite
authors ever since I read
Dear Reader last year. It was
such a personal and powerful
memoir and it resonated so
heavily with me.
Everyone is Still Alive is
Cathy Rentzenbrink’s fiction
debut and I’m definitely not
disappointed by it! With Dear
Reader, it was the voice and
the way the book was written,
that resonated the most with
me and I was so pleased that
the author’s debut novel gave
me similar feelings.
Cathy Rentzenbrink has a
very observational style of
writing, with human nature
always at the forefront of the
story. It’s one of those books
that make you think about
decisions you make and
those made by others around

you. Everyone is Still Alive
makes the reader think about
why we behave in certain
ways and how that affects
those around us.
Ultimately, Cathy
Rentzenbrink’s novel is about
the family, Juliet, Liam and
Charlie, and the community
of their neighbours of
Magnolia Road. As a
result, the book has a little
small town and a close-nit
community atmosphere. I
enjoyed that a lot. Everyone
is Still Alive is a slow-paced
book, but it allows the reader
to get to know the characters
and their motivations far
better. The realities of family
life, raising children and
how unexpected life can be
are all topics at the heart
of Everyone is Still Alive.
The characters in Cathy
Rentzenbrink’s book are raw
and real and you get invested
in their lives very quickly.
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Everyone is Still Alive is a
story of family, grief, loss
and finding yourself. All
those hard topics that Cathy
Rentzenbrink writes so
beautifully about. It’s once
again not an easy book at
times, but one that will stay
in my memory for a long
while. I would definitely
recommend reading it
if you’re a fan of literary
fiction or looking for reading
something different this
summer.

In the Dream House
by Carmen Maria
Machado
Carmen Maria Machado’s
latest release, In the Dream
House, is a non-fiction
memoir published in 2019
by Graywolf Press. In this
novel, she invites readers
to look at her relationship
with a woman that, at first
feels like a fairytale, but
quickly turns both physically

and emotionally abusive.
Machado’s hope with this
memoir was to shine a light
on queer domestic abuse
in a way that would keep
readers engaged and open a
conversation about the lack
of representation shown in
stories and media for abuse
in queer relationships.
Throughout the novel,
readers are taken through
various instances of
relevancy in Machado’s
childhood leading into her
adulthood, eventually leading
to her meeting her abuser
and beginning a relationship.
The author always refers to
herself as “you” keeping a
distance from the version of
herself she is writing about.
As things begin to turn, she
tries to convince herself
that these changes in her
partner are normal, often
using footnotes at the bottom
of pages to connect certain
words of phases in her story
to those of fairytales or
various pieces of literature.
Machado formats each
chapter as a short one-totwo-page story that is titled
in relation to the contents
of the story, for example:
“Dream House as Romance
Novel”, “Dream House as
Daydream”, “Dream House
as Lost in Translation”.
While the “Dream House”
she refers to on the surface
can be seen as the house
where she lived with her

partner, it also represents a
state of mind for the author.
Somewhere that is constantly
evolving with each new
experience, both good
and bad.
I wanted to review this book,
not for lack of mainstream
popularity, but because I
believe this is the kind of
book everyone should read to
gain a better understanding
of queer relationships. We
should never overlook the
experiences Machado and
many others like her have
had and we should always
continue to push for equal
representation. In the
chapter titled “Dream House
as Queer Villainy” there is a
quote that says, “We deserve
to have our wrongdoings
represented as much as
out heroism, because when
we refuse wrongdoing as
a possibility for a group
of people, we refuse their
humanity.” I feel like this is
the main message Machado
wanted her readers to take
with them and I know this is
something I will keep in mind
for a very long time.
Machado is also the author
of the award-winning short
story collection Her Body
and Other Parties.
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From the Terrifying to the Compelling: The
Best of Literary Villains and Anti-heroes
By Lucy L illystone, K elly Stone and A my Wright

As readers, we’ve
been ingrained to
root for the hero of
the story and wish
for the demise of
the villain. However,
sometimes we forget
to acknowledge just
how fantastically
brilliant villains and
anti-heroes truly
are. If written well,
the baddies have
the power to make
us love them with a
grudging respect for
their cunningness and
immorality. Here’s
our list of our most
noteworthy literary
villains.
The Darkling from T
 he
Grisha Trilogyby Leigh
Bardugo
In the world of fantasy,
villains are usually my
favourite characters. From
the likes of Aaron Warner to
King Leck, the villains bring
the wit and the action. No
one, however, comes as close
to my heart as The Darkling.
The perfect combination of
badass cruelty and charisma,
he makes you believe in his
cause, with enough cunning

to trick the reader into
thinking he is the good guy.
He will do whatever it takes
to get what he wants and he
feels no remorse about it.
When I first read this series,
I wanted so desperately to
comfort him, I wanted to root
for him and I tried to find
reason in every bad thing
he did. And while I do not
defend his actions, Bardugo
writes with such skill that
it’s almost impossible not to
be persuaded to like him: he
is an inevitable force. The
Darkling will test your morals
and have you questioning
your judgement, offering
everything you want in a
villainous character.

to eliminating the threats
of those with supernatural
powers – except, of course,
his own. Victor and Eli used
to be college roommates and
friends. But the closer they
became to discovering power
beyond what they ever could
have imagined, the more
their motivations diverged.
This unconventional
approach to superheroes and
villainy shows that morality
can be much murkier
than it initially seems as
the characters’ complex
ambitions come into play.

Victor Vale from
V icious by V. E.
Schwab

Emma Woodhouse is an
unlikely anti-heroine since
she is simultaneously the
protagonist of the story
and a character that most
will grow to love during
the course of the novel.
The character is initially
introduced with multiple
imperfections: Emma is
stubborn, selfish and jealous.
She insults the loyal Miss
Bates and manipulates her
friend Harriet into making
poor decisions. Yet, Emma’s
defects are realistic and
the character development

V. E. Schwab’s V illiains series
explores a unique take on
villains and anti-heroes by
featuring what seems like
the story’s villain as the
protagonist. At the start
of the first book, Victor is
digging up a grave, having
recently broken out of prison.
Meanwhile, his rival Eli has
become a renowned local
hero, who has dedicated his
life over the last ten years
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Emma Woodhouse
from E
 mmaby Jane
Austen

is credible. Her downfalls
make her a better person
and consequently a likeable
anti-heroic protagonist.
Whilst Austen herself said
that Emma was “a heroine
whom no-one but myself will
much like”, it is these flaws
that make Emma the popular
and timeless anti-heroine
who has been admired for
generations.

Adelina Amouteru
from The Young Elites
by Marie Lu
Adelina Amouteru is a
quintessential anti-heroine
in her lead role in Marie Lu’s
YA fantasy series The Young
Elites . A survivor of the blood
fever that plagued her world
as a child, she developed
mysterious powers that her
society has branded as a
threat. After being treated
like an unwanted outcast
throughout much of her
adolescence, she finds other
Young Elites who are like her.
Yet she cannot help but feel
compelled by her vengeful
ambitions to gain power over
those whose cruelty and
prejudice made them think
less of her. This internal
battle follows her throughout
the trilogy, showcasing
the many delicate sides of
Adelina’s relationship with
power and control.

Dr Hannibal Lecter
from The Silence of
the Lambsby Thomas
Harris
Society’s interest in serial
killers is profound, evidenced
by the well-documented
films and books on the
subject. No serial killer
or villain, however, has
projected the monster as
an anti-hero image more
powerfully than Dr Hannibal
in Thomas Harris’s The
Silence of the Lambs .
Harris created a villain
who embodies society’s
deepest and darkest fears,
made even more frightening
by the fact that he is an
accomplished, incredibly
intelligent, medical doctor
and psychiatrist. Hannibal is
completely unstoppable, but
he is also brilliant, witty and
even charming. He has a set
of strict ethical principles
that he lives by, and kills
by, and his capacity for
compassion is matched only
by his cruelty. What Harris
does brilliantly is make the
reader question, “Is Hannibal
a psychopath? Is he evil? Or
is he kind and human?” He
defies categorisation, making
him an incredibly brilliant
and identifiable villain in the
literary canon.
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Upskilling Tips for Applications
and write without the
restrictive word count. You
can always cut it down after!
About Us page: Hiring
managers are always looking
to find a good match for
their company culture. The
“About Us” website page
establishes their mission
statement and values clearly
and concisely, so use this
to your advantage. This
demonstrates your genuine
interest in the company.

By A melia Bashford, Misha Manani and Rowan Groat

To round up our publishing
job hunting mini-series, we
wanted to offer some advice
for completing applications.
Writing applications forms
the early stages of job
hunting, so it’s important
that you try to stand out from
the thousands received.
Their styles and demands
can vary depending on the
role and company, but there
are several key steps you
should take to ensure you

are as prepared as possible
to create a competitive
application.

Top Tips
Create a separate document:
Whenever you need to fill
out an application, copy and
paste the questions into a
Word or Google document.
This will allow you to think
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Commercial awareness:
You aren’t expected to
understand everything about
how the publishing industry
operate; however, you must
understand how you can
help the publisher achieve
their aims. Demonstrate your
commercial awareness by
doing your research, asking
relevant questions and
highlighting how you would
deal with different publishing
or customer-service specific
scenarios.
Transferable skills: All work
experience, in and out of
the publishing industry, is
important. Working in retail
or hospitality highlights
your strong work ethic and
communication skills in a
client-facing role. Make a list
of the skills used in each role
and specify how this relates
to the job description.

Plan ahead: Make sure you’re
aware of the submission
deadline and try to give
yourself sufficient time to
draft a thorough application
that showcases your
suitability for the job. Also,
as with cover letters and CVs,
make sure to proofread and
if you’re comfortable, get
someone else to read it.
Active verbs: Don’t say
things like, “I had to do this”
or “I tried to do that”. They
are passive phrases and
don’t effectively demonstrate
your wide range of skills.
Try using words such as
analysed, negotiated,
prioritised or achieved
to show how you took
responsibility and reached a
successful outcome.

Types of Questions
Competency-based:
Typically, these begin with
phrases like “Tell us about a
time…”. For example, “Tell
us about a time you led a
team or a project” or “Tell
us about a time you built a
relationship with someone
who was initially resistant”.
The STAR (Situation, Task,
Action, Result) or BARER
(Background, Action Taken,
Reasoning, End Result
and Reflection) acronyms

will ensure you write a
structured and coherent
response. There are also
many competency question
examples available online.
Motivation-based: Research
the role, the company and
the publishing sector. Write
about which publications
stood out to you or any of
their upcoming titles that
excite you. However, don’t
just explain what the book
is about – mention what you
enjoyed about the marketing
campaign or the publicity
strategy and why you thought
it was successful.

Resources
Creative Access: While
not specific to online
applications, this
motivational blog includes
lots of insightful advice to
help you secure a role in
publishing.
Book Machine: The CAMPUS
courses are great for
developing your skills and
showcasing them when filling
out applications. Topics such
as marketing, design and
professional development are
covered, so why not browse
what they have to offer?

Strength-based: These
shorter questions are a great
opportunity to highlight your
working style and how you
maintain enthusiasm. Firstly,
think about your strengths
and weaknesses and what
tasks you enjoy doing. Ask
a family member or friend
if you need help. Continue
writing using the STAR
method mentioned earlier.

Book Machine is also running
the free Productive Publisher
course with Bec Evans,
writer, coach and consultant,
which includes structured
guidance for how to prioritise
and be constructive.

Bonus tip: Grammarly is a
great resource that you can
copy and paste your writing
into to ensure its quality. The
free version checks spelling,
grammar and feeling, whilst
the paid version will also
highlight alternative ways to
write overly wordy sentences.

Join us again for Issue 30,
where we will be covering
Metadata Upskilling Tips.

Thanks for reading
our Upskilling Tips for
Applications and the last in
our job hunting mini-series!
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An Eclectic Shelf:
Celebrating Genre Diversity
By Melis A nik and L aura Hasson

Welcome back! This week
we speak with Melis and
explore her ‘international
shelf’ focusing on her love
for a range of genres. In this
article Melis introduces us
to three books she believes
should be on YOUR shelves:

Introduce yourself to us
Hi, I’m Melis and I’m a
twenty-something writer,
proud feminist and founder
of the WordPress blog
and magazine Writing Her
Way. Whilst studying MSc
Publishing in Edinburgh,
I was fortunate enough
to meet some of the most
inspiring young women, all of
whom I now consider to be
some of my closest friends.
Thus began the first issue
of the WHW Magazine. Now,
as I begin my journey as a
publishing professional, I
want to further establish my
blog as the newest female
empowerment movement
on the block. It is on the
WHW platform and beyond,
that I hope to inspire more
people to share their stories,
creating a community that is
far greater than myself.

Why mix genres?
After my initial obsession
with The Hunger Games and
all things YA dystopian, I
naturally started to gravitate
towards any book that
interested me, regardless
of the genre. Since that
shift occurred, I’ve really
delved into non-fiction,
reading books that help me
navigate this awkward grey
area called your twenties.
Overall, though, I think
the following books are a
good representation of my
desire to read anything and
everything that captures my
attention in the moment, as
well as the beauty in enjoying
a compulsory A-Level
curriculum read.

How do you pick a book?
Sometimes, I feel like the
right book just finds me. In
reality, I think it has a lot to
do with social media. When
the first lockdown happened
in Spring 2020, I turned to
online sources instead of
browsing bookshops for my
latest read. Now, almost a
year later, I do not seem to
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deemed bad luck after her
mother dies giving birth
to her. In this moving tale,
she not only depicts her
painful childhood, but also
her courage to rise above
it all. Seemingly inspired
by the fictional fairytale
and namesake, Cinderella,
her story is far from fairy
godmothers and pumpkin
rides. A non-fiction book
with great depth, this is the
kind of book that I read as a
teen and yet still continue to
recommend now.

have a reason to turn back. I
have never been one to rely
on reviews, but if you’ve got
a snappy Instagram story
about your latest read then
I’m going to really take note
of that.
Nice to [virtually] meet you
Melis. Let’s explore your
‘International Shelf’:

Book 1: Chinese
Cinderella: The True
Story of an Unwanted
Daughter by Adeline
Yen Mah
An emotional memoir and
coming-of-age story. Growing
up in an affluent family in
1940s China, Adeline is

girl forced to deal with the
political aftermath of the
11 September attacks. A
contemporary story about
racism, first love and
breakdancing, Mafi crafts a
narrative that stems far from
the boundaries of fiction.

important story that I believe
everyone should take time to
read.
Thanks Melis for sharing
your marvellous international
shelf, from your exploration
of China’s complex world, to
the powerful story of Shirin
(which I am going straight
to the bookstore to buy) and
the vital, emotive tale of The
Kite Runner.
You can follow Melis and
her WHW magazine journey
on Twitter and Instagram.
Join us next week when we
explore another shelf. Happy
reading everyone!

Book 3: The Kite Runner
by Khaled Hosseini

Book 2: A Very Large
Expanse of Sea by
Tahereh Mafi
Despite already being
known as a New York Times
bestselling author, Mafi
really blew me away with
this #OwnVoices story set
in post-9/11 America. Read
in one twenty-four-hour
period, A Very Large Expanse
of Sea follows sixteenyear-old Shirin, a Muslim

I first came across The Kite
Runner in my A-Level English
Literature class. Several
years have passed since then
and still, this book is one of
the few that I cannot seem to
forget. A story of friendship
and betrayal, redemption
and sacrifice, this book
follows Hassan’s life from
Afghanistan to America as
he navigates the traumatic
upheaval from his homeland.
A book of so many layers and
hidden narratives, The Kite
Runner is an emotional and
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